Preparation of a micropatterned rigid-soft composite substrate for probing cellular rigidity sensing.
Substrate rigidity has been recognized as an important property that affects cellular physiology and functions. While the phenomenon has been well recognized, understanding the underlying mechanism may be greatly facilitated by creating a microenvironment with designed rigidity patterns. This chapter describes in detail an optimized method for preparing substrates with micropatterned rigidity, taking advantage of the ability to dehydrate polyacrylamide gels for micropatterning with photolithography, and subsequently rehydrate the gel to regain the original elastic state. While a wide range of micropatterns may be prepared, typical composite substrates consist of micron-sized islands of rigid photoresist grafted on the surface of polyacrylamide hydrogels of defined rigidity. These islands are displaced by cellular traction forces, for a distance determined by the size of the island, the rigidity of the underlying hydrogel, and the magnitude of traction forces. Domains of rigidity may be created using this composite material to allow systematic investigations of rigidity sensing and durotaxis.